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To 
The Chief General Manager Telecom  
 BSNL, M P Circle, Bhopal. 

Sub : Resentment against  non-settlement of demands. 

Res Sir, 

In response to our letter No BSNLEU/ MP CIRCLE/ AGITATION/2 Dated 28.02.2017 
we are in receipt of letter no SR-67/ Union/Reco./Main/ BSNLEU/ Ch-II/2016-14/48 
dated 15.03.2017 wherein action taken on the issues raised by us is explained. In 
this regard  it is intimated that barring Sagar issue , the action taken by management 
is not satisfactory and deserve to be reviewed. Our reaction /compliance to your 
letter is as below. 

CLEANLINESS AND AMENITIES 

Cleanliness issue is a matter of big concern. Barring a few SSA no improvement is 
seen. Lack of basic amenities is another big problem. No respite despite your 
serious instructions.  

NETWORK 

Situation is improved, but in remote areas additional efforts are needed for better 
results. For example Pachmarhi is a big tourist place. Our leaders have reported 
very poor network condition at Pachmarhi.  . 

RULE 8 TRANSFER 

An immediate action, as committed, for issuing transfer list of aspirants from various 
SSAs in different non-executive cadre is demanded. Reply given is not satisfactory. 
Not a single transfer will be implemented if Criterion set by Circle for transfer of Non- 
Executives is applied.  

A big no of Non Executives are waiting for their turn to get transferred. Any delay in 
this regard will be a cause of of agony and big resentment. 

 



 

SATNA PROBLEMS 

Reply given vide letter No SR-67/Union/Recog./Main/ BSNLEU/Ch-II/ 2016-17/50 
dated 17.3.2017 is far from satisfaction. No concrete action is taken and as 
expected, only   “HUME DEKHNA HAI, HUM DEKHENGE “ type reply is given by 
TDM Satna.  

JABALPUR PROBLEMS 

It has been reported that action will be taken after March 2017. March  is over , now 
quick action is expected on all the issues. Further, Our Jabalpur Ds should be 
immediately exonerated as he is implicated to settle the score by the officers of 
Jabalpur against whom our Union has raised the voice against their wrong deeds. 

EPF DEPOSIT: Case of Shri Manoj Sharma, Ujjain 

As reported , Circle Management is ready for deposit of EPF share of Company and 
the Employee. But again an unconditional consent is invited from Shri Manoj Sharma 
and the case is being delayed. He has already given his consent. Dilly Dallying in 
this case is annoying. This is sheer harassment Sir. 

We demand a probe to fix the responsibility for delay in deposit and also for the 
migration of Shri Manoj Sharma from GPF regime to EPF Regime after a long gap.  

SAGAR ISSUE 

Thanks for your timely intervention to resolve the tangle.  

Sir, as intimated earlier, as per our  our Circle Union Secretariat decision, the  issues 
cited above were discussed at length in our CEC on 19.03.2017 at Satna and the 
future course of Trade Union Action was also decided if the long pending issues are 
not resolved soon. As per decision, We will go ahead with Agitational Program which 
was deferred earlier on assurances given by the management. Revised dates will be 
intimated after discussing in our Circle secretariat Meeting. 

With kind regards,   

Yours Fraternally, 

 

(Prakash Sharma) 
Circle Secretary 

 Copy to: 1  Com P Abhimanyu,  General Secretary,    BSNLEU, CHQ, New Delhi 

                 2  Com B S Raghuwanshi,  Circle President, BSNLEU, M P Circle,   


